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APPENZELLER
TURF

APPENZELLER TURF
True to nature green or in your favorite color.
Extremely durable. Easy to maintain. Pleasant to touch.

APPENZELLER TURF

Big window fronts, wide roof tops: indoor and outdoor spaces
merge together. Floor coverings with new functional qualities
create transitions, set accents, guide the stream of visitors and
give a feel of wellbeing. They are easy to maintain, resist the sun,
wind and weather and retain their appeal for years to come.
In 2005, the first TISCA TIARA soccer field was installed in
Buehler. Today, Arsenal London and Austria Wien are playing on
our turfs. Over the years, we have further developed the range of
turf products. TISCA TIARA turfs stand the test of time on tennis
courts, golf courses, factory areas, roof tops, hotel grounds, in
showrooms, pools, playgrounds and at trade fairs. They can be
found everywhere where beauty and design possibilities are as
important as functionality, durability and easy care.

APPENZELLER TURF

Taking a road trip through the Appenzell, perhaps hiking up to
one of the many view point restaurants, one cannot help but notice
the many shades of green marking the beauty of this verdant
landscape. Green in all hues: from dark to light, from intense
to soft and delicate.
We at TISCA TIARA live and work here in the Appenzell and draw
from our surroundings to create turfs with a look as close to nature
as possible. The tousled blades in intense greens and light brown
hues, the novel fiber, the pile construction and the multilayered
structure give our turfs a natural look, whether viewed from far
away or up-close. The turfs are pleasant to the touch yet extremely
durable. TISCA TIARA products are highly resistant to acid rain,
snow and ice. They retain color and form even when exposed to
scorching heat. They are easy to maintain and pleasant
to walk on and to play on.
Appenzeller turfs are available in various qualities, pile heights and
thicknesses. Thus, TISCA TIARA can meet all the requirements
for specific field applications. Backing materials and density of the
blades can equally be varied as colors and special designs.
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GIARDINO COLOR
Does a turf have to be green?
There are turfs of all colors in the Appenzell:
from turquoise to fuchsia to deep red, from elegant grey to
granite. Unexpected design possibilities open up for places
like terraces, balconies, offices, guest entrances and the
occasional request for a red carpet.

A play of colors.
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TIARA ENTRADA
Everywhere where indoor and outdoor merge together:
in the entrance area of a hotel, on the terrace leading to
the indoor pool, in public buildings or areaways, where there
is a visitor flow or where a room is being divided.
High durability, safety and firm grip even when whet.
With the look and feel of a carpet. Available in captivating
colors offering endless combination possibilities
and an unexpected scope of design.

When inside and outside can no longer be defined.

APPENZELLER
TURF - Overview
T-TURF ALL IN ONE

TIARA FORTEZZA

TIARA CAMPO

TIARA PRATO

TIARA TERRENO

TIARA NOBILE

Pile height

34 mm

Pile height

34 mm

Pile height

30 mm

Pile height

20 mm

Pile height

25 mm

Pile height

12 mm

Total thickness

36 mm

Total thickness

36 mm

Total thickness

32 mm

Total thickness

22 mm

Total thickness

27 mm

Total thickness

14 mm

Material 		

PA-Monofilament with

Material 		

PA-Monofilament with

Material 		

PA-Monofilament with

Material 		

PA / PE,

Material 		

PE,

Material 		

PA,

		

antistatic / HCSS

		

antistatic / HCSS

		

antistatic / PE Mono-

		

100% Monofilament,

		100% Monofilament

		100% Monofilament
		

		Monofilament (PA/PE)

		Monofilament (PA/PE)

		

filament (C + Diamond)

		antistatic

		

Pile weight

4020 g/m2

Pile weight

2830 g/m2

Pile weight

2610 g/m2

Pile weight

1980 g/m2

Pile weight

1140 g/m2

Total weight

5850 g/m

Total weight

4600 g/m

Total weight

4350 g/m

Total weight

3400 g/m

Total weight

2500 g/m

2

2

2

2

2

Pile weight

1460 g/m2

Total weight

3000 g/m2

Pile volume ratio 0.110 g/cm3

Pile volume ratio 0.073 g/cm3

Pile volume ratio 0.083 g/cm3

Pile volume ratio 0.071 g/cm3

Pile volume ratio 0.037 g/cm3

Pile volume ratio 0.100 g/cm3

Construction

Construction

Construction

Construction

2-layered

Construction

1-layered

Backing		

multi-layered,

Backing		

glass-fiber / PES /

3-layered

		(Triple T-Technology)
		

Construction

3-layered

		(Triple T-Technology)

		(Triple T-Technology)

		

(Triple T-Technology)

Backing		

glass-fiber / PES /

Backing		

glass-fiber / PES /

Backing		

multi-layered,

		

PP-weave, 360 g/m

		

PP-weave, 360 g/m

Sec. backing

latex,			

Sec. backing

latex,			

3-layered

3-layered

+ T1 DeLuxe

Backing		

glass-fiber / PES /

		

PP-weave, 360 g/m

Sec. backing

latex,			

2

2

2

		synthetic backing

		synthetic backing

		

PP-weave, 360 g/m2

Sec. backing

Sec. backing

Sec. backing

latex,			

latex,			

latex,			

		waterproof, perforated

		waterproof, perforated

		waterproof, perforated

		waterproof, perforated

		waterproof, perforated

		waterproof, perforated

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

		

resp. 40 liters/min/m

		

resp. 40 liters/min/m

		

resp. 40 liters/min/m

		

resp. 40 liter/min/m

		

resp. 40 liter/min/m

		

resp. 40 liter/min/m2

Tuft anchorage

> 40 N

Tuft anchorage

> 40 N

Tuft anchorage

> 40 N

Tuft anchorage

> 40 N

Tuft anchorage

> 40 N

Tuft anchorage

> 40 N

Lightfast		

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

Lightfast		

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

Lightfast		

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

Lightfast		

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

Lightfast		

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

Lightfast		

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

UV protection

yes

UV protection

yes

UV protection

yes

UV protection

yes

UV protection

yes

UV protection

yes

Specifics

integrated shock absorption

Specifics

HCSS Patent

Specifics

Specifics		

VKF 5.3 / Cfl-S1

Specifics		

Specifics		

VKF 5.3 / Cfl-S1

		

from 55%, Patent pending

Made in 		

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland

Made in 		

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland

Made in 		

Made in 		

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland

Made in 		

Made in 		

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland

2

2

2

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland

2

2

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland

Application:

Application:

Application:

Application:

Application:

Application:

Highly frequented indoor and outdoor areas,

Highly frequented indoor and outdoor areas,

Highly frequented indoor and outdoor areas,

Highly frequented indoor and outdoor areas,

Balconies, terraces, winter gardens, pool-

Highly frequented indoor and outdoor areas,

playgrounds, multi-sport fields, gardens and

gardens and landscapes, playgrounds, multi-

gardens and landscapes, playgrounds, multi-

gardens and landscapes, balconies, terraces,

surrounds, trade fairs, events etc.

gardens and landscapes, balconies, terraces,

landscapes, balconies, terraces, winter gar-

sport fields, balconies, terraces, winter gar-

sport fields, balconies, terraces, winter gar-

winter gardens, roof tops, pool-surrounds,

winter gardens, roof tops, pool-surrounds,

dens, roof tops, pool-surrounds, trade fairs,

dens, roof tops, pool-surrounds, trade fairs,

dens, roof tops, pool-surrounds, trade fairs,

trade fairs, events etc.

trade fairs, events etc.

events etc.

events, etc.

events etc.
TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION
prestige

luxurious

high

COMFORT
medium

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

prestige

WEARABILITY
luxurious

high

COMFORT
medium

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

prestige

luxurious

high

WEARABILITY

moderate

TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION

COMFORT
medium

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

prestige

luxurious

high

medium

WEARABILITY

moderate

TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION

COMFORT
moderate

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

prestige

luxurious

high

WEARABILITY

moderate

TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION

COMFORT
medium

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

prestige

WEARABILITY
luxurious

high

medium

moderate

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION

COMFORT

moderate

TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION
WEARABILITY

APPENZELLER
TURF - Overview
TIARA GIARDINO

TIARA GIARDINO COLOR

TIARA VERDONE

TIARA ENTRADA

TIARA T-PLAY

TIARA ANIMAL TURF

Pile height

30 mm

Pile height

30 mm

Pile height

23 mm

Pile height

10 mm

Pile height

21 mm

Pile height

20 mm

Total thickness

32 mm

Total thickness

32 mm

Total thickness

25 mm

Total thickness

12 mm

Total thickness

23 mm

Total thickness

22 mm

Material 		

PE, 100% Monofilament,

Material 		

PE, 100% Monofilament,

Material 		

PA/PE, 100% Monofilament,

Material 		

PA, 100% Monofilament,

Material 		

PA/PE, 100% Monofilament,

Material 		

HCSS-Monofilament

antistatic

		antistatic

antistatic

		

(PA/PES), smooth

Pile weight

1420 g/m2

Total weight

3000 g/m2

		antistatic

		antistatic

Pile weight

1900 g/m

Total weight

2900 g/m2

2

Pile volume ratio 0.055 g/cm

Pile weight

1900 g/m

Total weight

2900 g/m2

2

Pile volume ratio 0.055 g/cm

3

Pile weight

1490 g/m

Total weight

3600 g/m2

2

Pile volume ratio 0.057 g/cm

3

Pile weight

1260 g/m

Total weight

2600 g/m2

2

Pile volume ratio 0.100 g/cm

3

Pile weight

2060 g/m

Total weight

4000 g/m2

2

Pile volume ratio 0.078 g/cm

3

Construction

2-layered

Construction

2-layered

Construction

2-layered

Construction

1-layered

Construction

Backing		

multi-layered,

Backing		

multi-layered,

Backing		

glass-fiber / PES /

Backing		

glass-fiber / PES /

		

PP-weave, 360 g/m

Sec. backing

latex,

Pile volume ratio 0.060 g/cm3

3

3-layered

Construction

TIARA Quick-Drain TM

Backing		

glass-fiber / PES /

		

PP-weave, 360 g/m2

Sec. backing

latex, waterproof, 		

		(Triple T-Technology)

		synthetic backing

		synthetic backing

		

PP-weave, 360 g/m

Sec. backing

Sec. backing

Sec. backing

latex,

latex,

latex,

2

2

Backing		

glass-fiber / PES /

		

PP-weave, 360 g/m

Sec. backing

latex,

		waterproof,

		waterproof,

		waterproof,

		waterproof,

		waterproof,

		perforated

		perforated

		perforated

		perforated

		perforated

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

		

resp. 40 liter/min/m

		

resp. 40 liter/min/m

		

resp. 40 liter/min/m

Tuft anchorage
Lightfast		

> 40 N

Tuft anchorage

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

Lightfast		

> 40 N

Tuft anchorage

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

Lightfast		

UV protection

yes

UV protection

yes

Specifics		

soft touch

Specifics		

Made in 		

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland

Made in 		

2

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

		

resp. 40 liters/min/m

> 40 N

Tuft anchorage

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

Lightfast		

UV protection

yes

soft touch

Specifics		

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland

Made in 		

2

2

germ-resistant,
		perforated

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

		

resp. 40 liters/min/m

> 40 N

Tuft anchorage

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

Lightfast		

UV protection

yes

VKF 5.3 / Cfl-S1

Specifics		

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland

Made in 		

2

Water perm.

> 2160 mm/h

		

resp. 40 liters/min/m2

> 40 N

Tuft anchorage

> 40 N

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

Lightfast		

yes, 7/8 (blue scale)

UV protection

yes

UV protection

yes

VKF 5.3 / Cfl-S1

Specifics		

VKF 5.3 / Cfl-S1

Specifics		

HCSS Patent

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland

Made in 		

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland

Made in 		

Urnaesch (AR), Switzerland
turf for animals

2

2

Application:

Application:

Application:

Application:

Application:

Application:

Balconies, terraces, winter gardens, pool-

Balconies, terraces, winter gardens, pool-

Highly frequented indoor and outdoor areas,

Clean off zone for highly frequented indoor

Playgrounds, multi-sport fields, highly fre-

Suitable for diverse applications from recre-

surrounds, landscapes, trade fairs, events etc.

surrounds, landscapes, trade fairs, events etc.

balconies, terraces, winter gardens, pool-sur-

and outdoor areas, entrance areas, balconies,

quented indoor and outdoor areas, gardens

ation to activity and training. TIARA Quick-

rounds, landscapes, trade fairs, events etc.

terraces, winter gardens, pool-surrounds,

and landscapes, balconies, terraces, winter

DrainTM guarantees quick drainage and drying,

boats, landscapes, trade fairs, events etc.

gardens, roof-tops, pool-surrounds, trade

germ-resistant secondary backing. HCSS fiber

fairs, events etc.

with soft coat enhances comfort and wellbeing.
High resilience of the fiber core guarantees firm
grip.
TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION
prestige

luxurious

high

COMFORT
medium

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

prestige

WEARABILITY
luxurious

high

COMFORT
medium

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

prestige

luxurious

high

WEARABILITY

moderate

TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION

COMFORT
medium

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

prestige

luxurious

high

medium

WEARABILITY

moderate

TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION

COMFORT
moderate

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

prestige

luxurious

high

WEARABILITY

moderate

TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION

COMFORT
medium

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

prestige

WEARABILITY
luxurious

high

medium

moderate

low

medium

high

intense

extrem

TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION

COMFORT

moderate

TISCA TIARA - CLASSIFICATION
WEARABILITY

Col 42 / kokos

Col 45 / marron

TIARA BRUSH
It looks like coco and feels like coco. Yet, it’s significantly
more durable and easier to maintain: TIARA BRUSH.

Col 61 / rot

100% suitable for the outdoors. Water absorption of 10 liters
per square meter. Available in 5 colors.
The roll width of 4 meters enables the installation of large entrance
areas without seaming. TIARA BRUSH is easy to maintain and can,
if necessary, be cleaned with a high pressure cleaner. Its excellent

Col 29 / blau

acoustic properties are a valuable feature for the installation of
large rooms. A hefty yarn weight, high pile density and open loop
construction provide excellent sound absorption.

Col 16 / basalt

Coco newly invented.

ZERBINO Col 22 / blau

ZERBINO Col 47 / kaffee

TIARA ZERBINO
Everywhere where durability and high stain resistance are required

ZERBINO Col 61 / rot

TIARA ZERBINO shows its strength: as dirt trap in entrance areas,
in offices, stores, schools and public buildings, trains, ski-huts and
mountain stations. The coarse fibers remove the dirt from shoes
and carry-on luggage while the fine fibers absorb wetness and
bind the dust. Excellent flammability rating, superior acoustical
properties and precision cut edges are further benefits.

ZERBINO Col 16 / anthrazit

Available in 6 colors.

ZERBINO Col 14 / grau

Sturdiness. Elegance. Cleanliness.

ZERBINO Col 12 / stein

TIARA PORTABELLA
Every high traffic area gets spoiled whether it’s a store,
a school or an office building. The clean-off zone between the
outside and the inside is of utmost importance.
TIARA PORTABELLA is a sophisticated clean-off zone
system: the polyamide brushes embedded in an aluminum
profile remove dirt and gravel from shoes; the high
performance carpet rows absorb wetness and bind the dust.
The dirt is collected in the intervening spaces from where it
can easily be removed, not least by simply rolling up
the system.
TIARA PORTABELLA is available in various colors and sizes.
The colors of the brushes as well as the colors of the tufted
high performance carpet rows can be selected individually. In
addition to the standard sizes the system is available also in
custom shapes and custom measures.

Neat and clean.

TISCA THINGS
Apart from our commitment to develop products that meet
our customer’s highest standards and in a more playful way
our staff occasionally experiments with our carpets and
fabrics to create products which can be used
for other functions.
The result is a collection of whimsical creations which
have become very popular. Here are some of them:

textile

passion

BESuCHEN SIE
www.tiscathings.ch
uNSErEN
ONLINE-SHOp

Small things that delight our heart.

shop
TISCA
THINGS

TISCA THINGS

CAESAR, the Shopper 33×18×43 cm
A bag which can be carried over the shoulder. Crafted from a whimsical artificial weave, lined with a
washable canvas and an inside pocket (13x19 cm) which can be closed with a Velcro fastener. Wide
straps 2.5 cm, 26 cm long. Whether you find this bag attractive or not, it’s an eye-catcher nonetheless
and has gained a big fan crowd.

TISCA THINGS

PAUL, the shopping trolley 75×25×30 cm
Multifunctional, easy to handle. A true helper for carrying groceries, sports gear, tools etc.

TISCA THINGS

ALEX, the bag for the soccer player 40×11×30 cm
Light and spacious with studs for a good foothold. Solid and smart. A good companion for the swimming pool, the sports field and for shopping.

TISCA THINGS

TIM, the turf ottoman 60 x 60 cm / 85 X 85 cm / 60 x 85 cm
Light weight, with soft upholstery. Available in 3 sizes and 13 colors. 100% weatherproof. It can remain
in the garden all year round, summer and winter. Dries quickly and retains its fresh and colorful look.
A cheerful spot on your terrace, in the sun in your garden or simply a comfortable seat to relax.
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TISCA THINGS

TOM, the plant holder ø 40 cm
A container for all sorts of things or a pot holder to match the color of your plant.
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TISCA THINGS

HERBERT, the herb pot ø 15 cm
It’s diameter of 15 cm allows you to grow a few herbs or a delicate little plant. You may use it to collect
keys and coins. It may hold sweets or serve as storage for small things.
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Excellent quality
Our products meet the rigorous demands of high performance environments in the
sports turf market. Secure footing, firm grip as well as ball roll behavior on sports
fields are as important as a nature-like look and an efficient water runoff. Not least:
TISCA TIARA’s turf products are odorless.

Durability and endurance
Raw materials of the best quality and pigment dyed fibers coupled with our very own
backing layers, developed and manufactured in house, guarantee a long life span. The
TISCA TIARA backing layers are highly resistant to acid, variations in temperature and
wetness. They retain their original form and do not distort. With TISCA TIARA backing

Why it pays
to choose
TISCA TIARA
products

layers there will be no buckling, no discoloration and no mechanical damage which is
a common problem with ordinary backing layers.

The sophisticated product range
TISCA TIARA is one of the pioneers in outdoor turfs and has succeeded in extending
its lead over the years. In particular, we have developed an impressive range of new
products in order to fill the demand of turfs for specific needs. A very important step,
not least to be able to offer the best suitable product for diverse requirements such as
a garden show, a public building or a factory area with a clever assortment of TISCA
TIARA products.

Easy installation
In order to enhance the look and to achieve the desired comfort as well as the
necessary stability, competitive products have to comply with specific requirements.
Thus, turfs are being filled with granules or sand. Not so with TISCA TIARA turf
products: built on the know-how and expertise of our staff, in particular with regard
to the tufting and backing, we can offer the best integral turf system on the market
worldwide.

Easy care and low maintenance cost
TISCA TIARA’s outdoor coverings are manufactured with stain resistant fibers.
Ketchup spilled on the floor is no longer a disaster. Still, the turfs require regular
vacuuming and cleaning. If necessary, the high resilience of TISCA TIARA’s turfs
allows the use of a high pressure cleaner or a snow blower.

TISCA TIARA

We create rooms for your life’s dream.

textile

passion

TISCA TIARA dresses living spaces. As a full-service provider of high quality textiles for indoors and outdoors, we produce textile floor coverings,
curtains, upholstery and decorative fabrics for the residential, public and transport sectors as well as sports floors. It is not just skill and knowledge,
competence and experience that go into products from TISCA TIARA but also an insatiable passion for everything we do – TEXTILE PASSION.

TISCA TIARA | CH-9055 Bühler | T +41 (0)71 791 01 11 | F +41 (0)71 791 01 00 | info@tiscatiara.com | www.tiscatiara.com

